Design, Network Analysis and In Silico Modeling of Biologically Significant 4-(substituted benzyl)-2-Amino-6-HydroxyPyrimidine-5-Carboxamide Nanoparticles.
The synthesized 4-(4-hydroxy benzyl)-2-amino-6-hydroxy pyrimidine-5-carboxamide was chosen to perform in silico modeling with identified drug target AGT, TNF, F2 and BCL2L1. The identified human proteins are vital in the pain management and also an important target for the study of wound healing activity. The enzymes were identified by using BioGRID, string database and network analysis through Cytoscape software. The wound healing activity was evaluated by excision wound model. The observed results revealed that, the pyrimidine nanoparticles showed significant wound healing activity compared to standard and synthesized compound. The detailed synthesis of nanoparticles formulation spectral analysis and pharmacological screening data's were reported. The revealed reports of synthesized analogues and formulated nanoparticles will generate a very good impact to the chemists and research scholars for further investigations in wound healing and pain management.